
Economy Fender Stand Holds two fenders
securely for prep and paint work/Adjustable arms sup- g . g . Complete bumper system includes support tubes,
port the skirts of fenders / Height adjustable / Economi- ' ‘M ’ ~~ _ padded hoop & padded u-shaped brackets / Swivels 180°
cally priced / Entire stand folds for storage: 31 "W x 38"L while holding the entire bumper securely/Adjusts up and

down, in and out — works on the outside and inside of any
bumper / Tubes extend to firmly hold "floppy ends" of plas- ,_
tic bumpers "

x 45"H
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77786 Economy Fender‘\Sta nd .

Deluxe Bumper Stand
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A 77785 - - ' - g 7Q_ y. - ItrStand ___
Work Stands
Strong, safe, economical /
Thick foam padding protects
from scratching / Chain adjusts
to different working heights /
Galvanized, tubular steel
construction

/0024 "l<nocksdown" to 6
pieces so it can ship regular UP

78022 250 lb. Capacity Work
70024 400 lb. Capacity Knock
78023 500 lb. Capacity Work
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down Work Stand (lmportedl

Vari Angle Table Large30"x36
work table / lilts to any angle for ease of
work / Holds doors, fenders and decks
while painting or prepping / Pins to ele-
vate, hold or hang panels on an angle/ ~
Folds flat for easy storage

78025 Steel

Our lightweight aluminum
vari angle table (not pictured)
has the same great features
and is great for welding _
73025 Aluminum ‘

Bumper Stand , _
Designed to hold the entire i
bumper securely / Tubes ex- _
tend to firmly hold “floppy Q
ends" of plastic bumpers / Ad-
justs up and down, in and out

77782 Bumper Stand
Bumper Rack
Save valuable shop floor space
Arms fold down to take up ven/
room when not in use / Holds 6
bumpers or more (1 8" arms can
2 small bumpers on same shelf l
1“ square steel tubing bolts to w
15" between arms
77784 Steel
Our lightweight aluminum bumpe
mounts anywhere and will not w
rust or corrode. They are 6 ft. lo
and holds up to 5 bumpers
73784 Aluminum

L; F Van St6lldS Sturdy work stand to re

yellow with non-skid surfaces
Bolt two Deluxe Models
togetherfor a 12'
long work surface! \
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77787 Deluxe Van Stand
(6'L x l6"W x 24"H) I

77781 Van Stand (48“L x l6“W x l8“H)

f7ach tops of vans and Th8 BU||m Holds everything:
trucks / Use to reach and service engines on large trucks / Safety Bumpers, fenders, hoods,

spoilers, mirrors, doors
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width holds mini (36") beds &f
working heights: Z1 24", 27“/
holds up to 1,000 lbs. /4 large
lock / Ships UPS

Pick-Up Bed Dolly rill
U
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77783 Steel
Our lightweight aluminum pick’
up to 800 lbs. / 4‘W x 5'L / Holds »r ' "'*T\
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beds large and small / Has 4"
swivel casters (two are locking

73783 Aluminum

e most adjustable (Adjustable
size beds (48") / Adjustable to 3

Heavy duty square steel tubing
avy swivel casters with 2 that

up bed dolly is very strong — holds

l/ / l
Folds flat in seconds/ 36 lbs./ _ /i
Heavy wall oneapiece construct
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and More!

77727 Parts Cart:
3 Large shelves 24"
x 46“ / 52"H x 46"W
x Z4“D / Fourwheels
(two locking)

W“ t "' _ ThePa|lTipper
if ii " 73031Double/78030Single

_ ‘ ‘ Holds standard 5 gallon pail (1
" or 2) / All-steel tube ,ii ‘

7770s Wheel Dollies: 4" heavy duty swivel @@“$W@1l°n/ '
wheels (two lockingl / Fully welded all-steel framel Formed hzmdle ml
2 piece set / Each holds l500 lbs. Easy pouring
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Aluminum Paint Hanger
Quick, easy, convenient to use / 7 ft. bar
connects to frame that extends from 5 ft
to 8 ft. high / Hooks will hold any parts
for painting or drying / Great for large
hoods, doors, fenders or tailgates / Easy
to roll around on large 4" wheels - (two
are locking) / Six hooks to hang parts
73735 Aluminum Paint Hanger
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Bumpers, fenders and tools are n
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DA Sanding Pads
Dual-action pads feature tapered foam
molded directly to plastic back/ ldeal
for fine finishing and feathering / Low
profile with hardened threaded insert

-.»;}’

5/8 - 11 threaded insert

5353 <3<::i Q0
77518 5" diameter, 1
77519 6" diameter, 1

0 rpm
0 rpm

Feathering Pad DOUbl8iO6lT1 Polishing Pad Polyesterfoam
design molded to plastic backing disc/ disc, 2" thick/ldeal for fine compounds _ __ j
Tapered edge with duck facing/ and pojishes / Use at (OW 3peeds/ flexibility for sgnding / 906l'1B(Bl:]l'%tILM

77548 8" diameter, max 3,200 rpm 77549 8" diameter, max 2,000 rpm

5/8 - 11 threaded insert

Phenolic Back Disc
Reinforced, lightvveightwith desired

center with

77277 3" dia. 77280 7" dia.
77278 4" dia. 77281 9" die.
77279 5" dia.
77282 One each 3", 4", 5" dia.
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Rubber Backing Pad
Threaded 5/8 - 11 insert and nut/

77441 7" diameter, 5,500 RPM
77399 7" pad 77409 Nut for 7"
77815 5" diameter, 10,000 RPM
77581 5" pad 77407 Nut for 5"

AXIB PUIIET Ten-pound slide hammerwith shaft threaded
5/8 - 18 to fit popular axle puller adapters / Also available is a shaft
threaded 5/8- 12 ACME to fit special adapters with ACME thread

=%FI4=t=77754 Axle Puller
77755 5/8 - 12 ACME Shaft
77757 5/8 - 18 Shaft Only

Hllb/R010!‘ PUIIGT Designed for the tough pulling jobs—
hubs, rotors and axles / 10 pound slide hammer with unique
adapter assembly to lock the pulling plate tightly/ Fits adapters
with 5/8 - 18 thread ' '

11857 Adapter
11808 HH cap screw

77790 Hub / Rotor Puller 11871 Adapter stud

SPECIALTY TOOLS
DBIUXB SCTBTCII AWI ldeal for scribing, punching and
aligning / Hot-forged tool steel shaft 3-1/2" x 1/4" / Extends
through the hardwood handle / Total length 6-1/2"

 i

77288 Deluxe Scratch Awl
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Brass Pin Punches
Four-piece set of brass pin punches/ l
Knurling in middle of 8" bar for
secure grip / Re-dress ends regularly
to correct "mushrooming"

Brass Taper Punch 8" long, 5/8" hex, tapered to 3/8"/
Re-dress ends regularly to correct "mushrooming"

77243 BrassTaper Punch

FY8828 PIUQ MHSIBT Acomplete installation tool
kit / All parts quality machined and plated / Contains straight and
formed driver, all adapters, coupling nut

Set Contains: H
77783 3/8“ 77785 5/8
77784 1/2" 77766 3/4"

Bl’8SS Bar PUIICII 10" long,3/4" diameter, chamfered
both ends / Re-dress ends regularly to correct "mushrooming"

77031 Shaft ONLY 77473 Straight driver
77039 5 adapters 77474 Pneumatic adapter 77033 1-3/4"

Adapters:

77787 4 Piece Brass Pin Punch Set 77244 Brass Bar Punch

and nut (optional 77034 1-1/2"
77032 Ring nut 77035 I-1/4"

77038 1"
77758 Freeze Plug Master Kit 77037 3/4"

Large Heel Dolly For use in
sharp corners and wide radial portions
of body and panels
/2 lbs, 7 oz. ', -)5- accessible/1 lb., 10 oz.

55107 3-I/8"L x 2-1/2"W X l-3/8"H it I

TIIII1 T08 Similar to Toe
Dolly but much thinner/ Fits narrow
pockets and other areas not easily

. V '2;.cr»A'J~"H -1:5 --- ~

55110 4-7/8"L x 2-1 /2"W x 5/8"H

Ilifiu MAJESTIC HAMMERS & DOLLIES
. - ' - - " DShrinking Toe Dolly Low-Crown olly Roughing-Out Dolly

Similar to Toe Dolly but the curved Low crowns and
side is covered with serrations / Used wide radius for
to shrink sheet metal that has been general purpose
stretched / Z lb., 8 oz. contour work/

.‘ Q‘ 3|bs_

55113 4-3/4"L x 2-1/2"W x 1-1/16"H 55135 3-1 /4"L x 2-3/4"W x

Outside contour and side su aces/
For roughing out both " .
deep and shallow I
dents; lip provided at
one end for working sur-
face for re-shaping
turned-under
flanges / 6 lbs.

55130 5-l/Z"L x 4-1/4"W x Z-3/4"H

- "' ‘-E50 " - : HAMMERS & DOLLIES withHickoryHardwoodHandles
Door Skin For high-crown Light Weight Finishing Pick & Finishing Long) Straight Pick Medium Finishing The Old
work and finishing / Reduces One of the best and lightest Most popular weight and size Well alance , use to bring up Original W09 bumping hammer/Well
the time in folding the flange on finishing hammers / Flat round for general use / Straight pick “specks” / Saves filling with balamd / Round lace“ I-I/Z" filame-
dddr skins / Helpful dn any hard- face 1-3/16" diameter/ Pick 3" with flat face / Flat face, 1-1 /2"" body putty / Flat face 1-3/4" Yet Square face I-1/4 /15 @1-
to-reach inner panels / 6 1/2" long, 10 oz. diameter, Pick 3" long, 1 lb. diameter / Pick 5-1/2" long,1 lb.
overall head length,1 lb.

22175 22160 22112 22103 22105




